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FROM FRANK GILLARD

On Beaches Salerno Gulf,

September 9

I am sitting just a few hundred yards in from the coast in the bay of Salerno at

midday on the first morning of the allied invasion. Overhead fierce dogfights are

being fought between British and German aircraft; the battle of machine-gun fire has

been almost unbroken up there now for some minutes; combat is being fought out at

groat height* On my left, German 88 millimetre guns arc firing down on the

beaches and roads from a ridge of hills inland while the battle scorns to be developing
between our armoured cars .and a concentration of German tanks reported an hour ago to

be coming down out of those hills to counter-attack the allied forces in a coastal

plain* That is precisely the situation at this moment* Tie have made a good
beginning and secured a substantial beachhead in this sector but the position has to

be consolidated and opposition is stiff. lam sitting in the cover of trees on the

banks of a small clear stream. On the far bank, arc tomato orchards and fields of

wild com, and this morning when I came ashore almost the first tiling I saw wan

our troops tucking into some magnificent ripe apples given them by local peasants
who were overjoyed at their arrival. There are actually very few civilians in this

neighbourhood and I have seen none myself. But several troops have told me of the

friendly welcome given- them by small remaining groups of Italian countryfolk. This

seems a pleasant green 'well watered country which would bo very attractive but for

the signs of 'War, which are all too evident at the moment*
,

Naval officers wore delighted at the beachcs in this sector* In the main, they

were ideal for landing and once the right spots had been chosen.few people or vehicles

had wettings* I went to have a look at the strong coastal defence position' which

was reduced hy naval gunfire this morning. The gunners load almost every kind of

weapon from heavy machine-guns to largo field pieces. Some had boon blasted to

pieces by cur fire, ethers in contrast still had caps over their muzzles. Dead

bodies of
gunners were lying behind. Our men on the first landing had an

uncomfortable time in this area. They pushed ahead inland a few hundred yards in

order to secure all the' many bridges over the dykes and streams in the coast

approaches. Then, they were obliged to dig in firmly to resist a stiff enemy

counter-attack with mortars,heavy artillery and machine-guns. Some of cur men took

on • a formation of German tanks and drove them hack into the hills.

As'the enemy retreated and as our strength rapidly grew through the continuous

arrival of more troops and supporting arms, our men were able to advance further

inland and I have already been up to one of our forward headquarters which must be

pretty nearly four miles inland. The latest news available there was that our

loading elements had penetrated as deep as the outskirts of a town itself completely

in ruins as a. result of our bombing and shelling of the past few hours. Undoubtedly

the next few hours in this area will be crucial but our troops are in good heart ■
and in no doubt of the final outcome. Casualties today so far have been relatively

light hero, particularly in the landing operation. Some men were killed and

wounded by shellfire and machine-gun fire and ethers by mines on the beaches where

they landed but the total loss in this my is very small, especially 'when the size

of the operation is borne in mind.
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